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Derwent innovation boolean operators

×Comithtee to stop THECSS error ×Sarae terminateCSS Error Derwent Innovation is a patented patent research program that provides reliable patent data and tools to monitor technological trends and competitive landscapes, inform FTO opinions, prosecute patents, monetize and license
assets and support litigation activities. It provides access to the Derwent World Patents Index (DWPI), a curated patent database with editorially curated names and summaries, special encoding and index of objects, and a family building oriented with patent invention. Also includes the
Derwent Patent Citation Index (DPCI), which indexes back and transmits patent and literary quotes. DWPI and DPCI are integrated into the full patent text from a wide number of patent institutions, including translations into key institutions such as China, Korea and Japan, so that users can
navigate through the value of the DWPI in order to complement the relevant full patent text. Derwent Innovation uses AI to promote Smart Search technology that helps novelty and FTO searches, Optimized successor with Ultimate Parent to disclose current patent successors and end
ownership and legal status forecasts. Cooperative patent classification International patent classification 効率性⺠やす⺠⺠を実現するべく⺠築⺠⺠た◄当⺠直感⺠検索‧分析⺠ラ⺠で⺠検索⽅法⺠ロ⺠⺠を最適化⺠ます⺠ Smart Search テ⺠ノロ⺠ デ⺠テ⺠ 予測分析 複雑⺠題に回答を⺠
⺠る Derwent ⺠⺠⺠る The 専⾨⺠⺠デ⺠テ⺠が調査⺠分析⺠全⺠ロセ⺠で協⺠⺠たます The results of the ポ⺠ロ⺠ コラ⺠テ⺠ Search operators and wildcards are allowed. Index Look for patent entries that contain this code in the Patent Transfer name(s) and Code(s) field. Search for
patent records that the author is this particular delegate. Look for patent records for this inventor by using the AS field tag and the EA field tag that the operator AND Boolean has connected. In the Quote name(s) and Code(s) field, look for the patent entries that contain this code. index To
search for patent entries with a patent that contains this code has been specified by the examiner in the Derwent Primary Accession Number field. index search for patent records, which the patent examiner cited in the Inventor field. index Look for patent records that have been cited for the
name of the assignee. The system searches for the patent transferee's name(s) and the patent record specified in the code(s) field. index Search for patent records cited by a patent expert. Index Patent records search by family and patent numbers cited by the patent expert. Index Search
for patent records covered by this particular Derwent class code. Index Look for patent entries with Derwent class code T04, but these entries do not contain codes with V05 or V04. Index Search for patent entries with the following a composite number. arrow search patent records with this
DCR number in the Compound(s) field. Index Search for patent entries with the following number in the Derwent register number(s) field. Index Look for these two patent records by entering their Derwent primary access number. index Look for patent records with IPC that start with both of
these codes. index Search for this patent entry in the Derwent Manual Code(s) field. index Search for patent entries included in patent number US2001015 using field PN tag and wildcard (*). index Search for patent entries, the Ring Index Number field includes 03028. Index Look for patent
entries that contain the term semiconductor and the level of phrase plates in the document title. Index Look for patent records that contain terms for carcinogen or cancer (but not brain) using the TS field tag and or and NOT search operators to restrict search. Index Look for patent records
that contain the terms moon or moon. Each entry must also contain words of gravity, gravity, etc. Index Search for patent records that contain the word wheat in the results of set 1. Index Search for patent records that contain the word ozone in sets 1 and 4 results. Index Search for patent
entries with this Derwent compound number(s) in the Derwent Compound Number(s) field. AN=Assignee name AC=Transferee code AE=Assignee name + Code AU=Inventor CAC=Quoted successor CPC=Quoted transferee code CD=Quoted PAN CAU=Cited Inventor CN=Quoted
successor name CP=The indicated patent number CX=CP + family DC=Class code DCN=Derwent composite number DCR=DCR number DRN=Derwent registry number IP=Int patent classification MAN=Derwent Manual code PAN=Derwent Prim. Access. PN=Patent number RIN=Ring
index number TI=Name TS=Subject Each query search term must be clearly marked with a field label. Different fields must be mapped to search operators. The product ignores the extraneous spaces. For example, additional spaces around opening and closing brackets ( ) and uniform (=)
characters are ignored. To set combinations, type a number (#) sign before each query set number. The total number of search sets that you can run during a session is 200. If you try to run a query that exceeds the maximum, the product displays an error message and the search does not
work. To search for the words AND, OR, NOT, and NEAR, enclose the word in quotation marks. Example: Either derwent Innovation Index Help search operators AND, OR, and NOT can be used to adjust deadlines to expand or narrow search. The case does not matter when using search
operators. For example, OR, Or, and /or return the same results. The boolean operator search operator Prioritizes using the Parenthese index and to find records that contain all the terms separated by the operator. OR Use OR to find records that contain any terms separated by the
operator. to remove records that contain certain words from the search. Words. If you use different operators in the search, the search is processed according to this order of the priority index copper or lead and algae, finds all records that contain both lead and algae and all records that
contain the word copper. (copper OR lead) IR algae finds all the records in which the word algae is accompanied by copper or lead. Index Use parentheses to oversatie the operator's priority. Expression in parentheses runs first. (cadmies and gills*) NO Fish finds records that contain cadmia
and gills (or gills), but excludes records containing the word Fish. Drink AND bottle finds records that contain both terms. Drink AND bottle IR beer finds records that contain all three terms. index Drink OR bottle finds records containing a drink or bottle (or both). Index Drink NO bottle finds
records that contain drinks, but does not include records that contain a bottle. [MUSIC] This is the first in a series of videos about patent search in databases. The subject that we consider to be quite important in this course. And why do we do this? If you made an invention, we want to know
if your invention is new. Patents are not the only thing to look for in this regard. But it's definitely one of the more important. From a competitive point of view, relevant nearby technologies are important. You will come up with a technical solution to the technical problem. However, there may
be other technical solutions to the same problem. And then there is dominance and violation. Your molecule, enzyme, or gene can really be seen for the first time in the entire family of genes that your gene belongs to. It may be argued that someone else, and then holders, that the patent
will then dominate you with your new invention. And then patents are also a common source of information. And patents in each must be quite accurate to be valid. This means that chapter and patent materials are often very accurately written and very easy to track. And patents can be a
source of inspiration. And no less, it may be a good platform to look for relevant industry partners for your project or business idea. In this course, we will investigate and try to use four different databases. The Derwent Innovation Index is the subject of this image. And related reading is
chapter 5.1 of the manual. Two other databases are free, and then Scifinder is like Derwent, paid for by the database. We believe that your home university gives you access to these. And, of course, DTU and University of Copenhagen students have access to them. This textbook is this, it
also has a related companion site. And if you are looking here for a URL it is icpbookcompanion.org. And here you have a link to databasesokti commercial, links will only work for students DTU and CBS. But consult your home university again. Now a little diversion, you need to wipe
Algebra. And I hope this is a repetition, but if not it is your chance to update your memory. So this jump is an inclusive area that we have, lactic acid bacteria. This blop is named for all the indentations that we have in wine making. And you can see that there is an intersection between these
two. Some inventions of lactic acid bacteria are used in wine making. If then we also add beer beer, you see that beer production and wine making have its own intersection. Some inventions relate to both of these, but not to lactic acid bacteria. But in this case, what we are dealing with in
this area, these are the inventions of lactic acid bacteria, which are associated with the speed of fermented beverages in beer beer or wine making ort a bit. So in the ever-present people express this expression as this boolean, TS means the theme search equals lactic acid bacteria and
beer beer or wine making. This search string does not earn you any awards in this course, it is not how it should be done. However, the principles need to be illustrated here. So I want to pay attention to brackets. What if we removed the internal and wrote like this instead? Well, in this case,
we deal with the whole wine making area plus this small triangle at the intersection between beer beer and lactic acid bacteria. And why is that? This is due to what is called operator persistence, and this automatically cites an invisible set of brackets. And advise, if in doubt, put additional
brackets to express exactly what you want to express. This is done and boolean operators are versatile. But the way they are implemented in different databases is unfortunately not. Thus, the companion site also provides boolean operator handouts. And this handout also includes wildcard
characters that can be used. Again, unfortunately, the database does not agree. And so now, I'll confine myself to Derwent. And they use these three different wildcard characters that you can use to search, and how do you use them? Well 0 or 1 characters, you can put a dollar sign of color
to cover both British English and US English spelling colors. One character, you can put it in a woman, also consists of a female, plural form. And from 0 to many characters, this is a terrific example showing the use of two different wildcard characters in the same search string. This end
sign is named in different ways, the question mark can be u or y. And this asterisk can be either glycostatic, or glycosylase. And then they can be plural and singular. And if you think about it then in this way express that the final sign means actually make up eight different ways. So why are
we worried about getting all eight different options this final sign means? This is because there is a fundamental difference between patents and literature searches. And literary search engines I mean search online science that I think you want you want scientific articles. And the purpose of
literary search, you should not science is to find the best source of information on a particular topic. However, the purpose of patent search is to find all the relevant information. Disclosure of a description of a particular subject at the angle of the patent. And why is that? This is because if
something is a novel destroying your invention, it doesn't have to be a very nice hand. Also badly written ones will do. So you need to find all the important information in order to map the patent landscape around your invention. So to do this, we will explore the way to do this, so that we call
hierarchical search profiles, which are supported only by Derwent and therefore Derwent plays an important role in this course. So the main part of hierarchical search profiles is that you experiment and expand different search domains independently. To really figure out what's going to
happen. So group synonyms, including alternative spelling, and you will do it with everyone. And you will combine various technical fields from synonym groups using and or the same. In addition, we will return to what is a Boolean non-standard operator. And then the kits, when you have
studied them enough, then you will connect them with and. Let's look at a little silly example in a moment. But first, here is the Derwent Innovation Index interface, and you will recognize the Science Web. So if you are well experienced in finding web of science, there are many things that
you have seen already. In this drop-down menu, you will select between Web of Science and Derwent Innovations Index. And we will choose advanced search in this. No one in this course, no matter which database, will use a simple search. To create Boolean expressions, we need an
advanced search interface. Also note that learn more about Advanced Find here with the Help system. Take a look here at the following examples and there are more examples to look at to combine the Boolean search strings. And then you have boolean operators, AND, NO and our usual,
the same thing that we will return in a minute. And then we'll in this course discuss the subject of TS, the TI name, the AS inventor and an AN successor and the PN patent number, and that's about it. The fields you are searching for are the following. Name, summary and name, TS means
abstract and name. Then you can search for the full description, but not so Derwent, USPTO and Patentscope, so we add these. You may wonder how can we ensure that patenting is indeed a typical patenting issue in the abstract? Well, the reason is that abstractly is not written by
inventors. But it's actually Derwent who takes responsibility for eliminating the relevant information and putting it into the abstract. Then we can look for inventors, and finally, we can look for a successor. What is If I make an invention at the University of Copenhagen, I will immediately have
to assign my rights to the University of Copenhagen. And most of the company's employees will attribute their invention to the company that employs them. Their inventor does not leave, it can not be passed on to anyone, but you can have a successor. An unusual operator also serves this
purpose. When you browse, you browse the field. But if we use the word the same between two terms, then you are looking through one sentence. And it is especially important for the abstract plus name that both of these two words are not separated from each other. And now to a slightly



unusual example of a hierarchical search profile. Imagine that you made an invention to reduce the indecency of pig production. And then you want to search for patent databases for this. Then you can express the headline here, the name here how to reduce the smell of piggeries. Remove
the smell, the American spelling in pig farming. And prevent ailment in the production of pigs. However, as you can see, you can also prevent the smell in mumps or eliminate the smell in the production of pigs. So in these examples we have synonyms in columns and sentences in rows. So
how are we going to try to express this? Well the spruce thing that we want to do is figure out what index we need to look for. And if we scroll down a bit then what you see here is that I've given up electronics. I don't think your invention of reducing malaise on piggeries is an electronic thing.
It can be a ventilation system. But since we're by technology it's probably in the chemistry department. And you can ask where biology is. Where is the substance I want to add to pig's legs, enzymes, or what not? Well biology is a chemistry that does not have a biological understanding of
the patent system. And this has some consequences, which we will later see in this course. But now, just remember that everything in biology is chemistry. So, we'll probably unmark this one before we move forward. And then we will do this, group synonyms with alternative spelling with or
combine technical fields and combine search sets. And this is usually done with and, after all. But a little later, I'll show you an example of where we're not doing it and in the end. And that defines the final set of answers that we will receive from the database. So here are the search strings
in Derwent. So first, we cast the first call to reduce or reduce, remove or remove, prevent or prevent. Another set, the thing we want to remove, is expanded in each set of alternative spellings and synonyms. And finally, domain, pig production. And you can see here there are quite a few
brackets and convoluted things going on in that boolean expression. And then finally, we put together this one. And it is done with the #sign, 1 and 2 and 3. Now here you can notice that wildcards have not been used. I would suggest that your own privacy should be We will try to
paraphrase this search profile with wildcard characters. And also convince myself that I put and use brackets correctly to make the third, which seems a little convoluted makes sense. [MUSIC] [MUSIC]
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